Impact Report — LDR 401
Cheyenne Luzynski
Service-Learning TA Demi Jarrell
Fall 2017

Hours served: 472
Course sections participating: 2
Students participating: 26
Impact value to the community: $9,903

Students Learned:

- Public speaking skills
- How to commit to an idea and follow through
- How to establish leadership/followership within a group
- Problem complexity
- Time management
- Value of persistence and passion
- How to adapt to and overcome adversity
- Kindness and appreciation within the community
- The value of breaking the silence of an issue

Community Impact:

- Organized WVU facilities workers day of recognition.
- Presented high school seniors with information on substance use and mental health.
- Conducted a water clean up at Cheat Lake and added metal signs to the areas.
- Created an info booth regard domestic violence at the Mountain Lair.

*This report was compiled by the Center for Service and Learning using verified service hours logged in iServe, the value of volunteer time from independentsector.org and student and community statements taken from written evaluations and verbal presentations.*